PTC appoints KEDGE to perform a strategic case study into opportunities in the IoT market

PTC, a global provider of technology platforms and solutions, has appointed KEDGE to perform a case study intended to highlight market opportunities in the IoT field (Internet of Things). This project, as part of KEDGE’s Executive education activities with the collaboration of companies, was developed via two training programs: the Grande Ecole Program and the Specialised Master in Organisational Management, Strategy and Finance.

This co-operation represents an unprecedented initiative from PTC’s Management Committee. With this approach, PTC was keen to solicit external input regarding innovative business issues related to the development of its activities. As a pioneer in digital 3D design and PLM via the Internet, PTC today proposes an IoT platform with AR capabilities. It was more precisely in the IoT field that the students had been asked to analyse market opportunities.

These students undergoing continuing training at KEDGE worked for several months on PTC’s brief, and began by initially drawing up a strategic analysis and market opportunity survey for PTC. The deliverable took the form of an initial proposal for a business model, which was submitted to PTC’s managers. Then, in late June, the students presented a business plan based on the skills they had acquired during their courses in the field of strategic management.

“This cooperation with PTC perfectly illustrates KEDGE’s distinctive positioning policy in the tech management field and above all our capacity to support international groups with their strategic planning linked to an innovative business model”, stressed Jean-Luc Faye, Executive Education Director at KEDGE.

As the last part of this project, the students delivered a formal presentation of their work on June 29th in front of several representatives of PTC’s Management Committee.

“I am impressed by the quality of the students’ work. The relevance of the market opportunities and the professionalism of the ‘business models’ presented went beyond anything we could have hoped for. The work by the KEDGE students has already influenced our strategic planning. This cooperation has really been a great success!”, stated Eric Pouligny, Success Management VP at PTC.

“The assignment conferred upon us by PTC gave the students a chance to tackle a strategic management problem combined with a risk analysis, to propose market opportunities to PTC”, explained Paul Gimet, professor in strategy at KEDGE. In addition to KEDGE’s academic excellence, it was above all the practical aspect of the skills learned which made it possible to highlight possible opportunities for future activities for PTC. Based on the methods taught, the participants in KEDGE’s continuing training program gained valuable experience, thereby improving their employability”.

The results from this first case study have certainly encouraged PTC and KEDGE to keep up the momentum and boost this kind of dynamic collaborative approach, moving towards a closer partnership.

About PTC:
PTC helps companies all around the world to reinvent the way they design, produce, operate and maintain items in and for a connected world. In 1986, PTC revolutionised digital 3D design, and in 1998 we were the first to
launch product life-cycle management via the Internet. Today, our main industrial innovation platform and our field-tested solutions enable you to generate value at the point where the physical and digital worlds converge. With PTC, manufacturers and an ecosystem of partners and developers can now benefit from all the advantages offered by the Internet of Things and augmented reality technology, enabling them to stay at the forefront of innovation.
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About KEDGE Business School:
KEDGE is a leading French business school with four campuses in France (Paris, Bordeaux, Marseilles and Toulon), three abroad (Shanghai, Suzhou and Dakar) and three partner campuses (Avignon, Bastia and Bayonne). The KEDGE community is made up of 12,600 students (including 25% coming from abroad), 183 professors (including 44% coming from abroad), 275 international academic partners and 60,150 alumni around the world. KEDGE offers 36 programs in management, designed for students and industry professionals. It also provides tailor-made educational programs for businesses at national and international levels. KEDGE Business School is AACSB, EQUIS and AMBA-accredited, and is a member of the Conférence des Grandes Ecoles. It is also recognised by the French government, with labelised programs, and has obtained the EESPIG label. KEDGE was ranked 40th by the Financial Times in the European Business School ranking and 37th globally in its Executive MBA ranking.
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